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Focus of Session ESG and CSR and sustainability in gaining a

competitive advantage

Focus on women in leadership, the evidence,

explanations, literature, and theories.

Focus on leadership triats and theories Focus on the ethics of nudging within marketing Finish the ethics of nudging, discuss employee

motivation.

Key achievements from session: Lots of examples and discussion about

successful/unsuccesful ESG and CSR intitiatives.

Lots of literature covered

・Role congruity theory

・Social role theory

・Hakim's theory of preference

・learnt about the task v people orientation

dimensions

・learnt about studies of these dimensions

・managed to identify leadership styles based on

these dimensions

Learnt about customer biases and heuristics Covered a module on employee motivation

Key things to work on: Focus on learning about marketing eras and why

business sustainability is so important.

Make sure you have a good grasp of the theories

above and the differences between them
・understand the difference between different

leadership styles

Ensure understanding of consumer biases and the

associated purchasing theories, e.g. two-stage

shopping goals theory

Understanding of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs and

Alderfer's hierarchy

Further reading/work suggested: Davis, K. 1973. The Case for and Against Business

Assumption of Social Responsibilities.

Any marketing textbook from Sainsbury Library or the

Social Sciences Library, read about MARKETING

ERAS

Carter (2010)

Through the Labyrinth by Eagly and Carli

In Praise of the Incomplete Leader Lee and Ariely's two stage shopping goals theory As above

Plan for next session: Focus on women in leadership and business Leadership approaches and theories The ethics of nudging and certain marketing

techniques.

Finish this session and discuss employee motivation Today was the last session

Progress of Mentee (Overview): Excellent progress On track On track Excellent progress Excellent progress

Progress of Mentee (Written): Really great knowledge base and good interaction with

new ideas.

Good progress today, covered a lot of literature and

theories

Really great progress today, covered a lot of new

ideas and literature

Really great progress, very engaged with new ideas

and communicative when theories needed more

explanation.

Great progress across the 5 sessions, very

communciative throughout the sessions and great

interaction with new ideas and theories. Thank you!


